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The value of the people:
the soul of the Company.
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Without people there are no ideas: together,
they have always been the essential resource
for success. Brilliant intuitions, entrepreneurial
spirit and operational skills, are the perfect
foundations that have enabled the story of
Brianza Plastica to germinate.

However, as with all things, this great story would never have
flourished if it hadn’t been for two brothers,
Giuseppe and Enrico Crippa who, in the right place
at the right moment, were able to start a challenge with their own
destiny.
In its fifty years of work Brianza Plastica has always looked ahead,
stopping only to gather new ideas and start off again with an even
greater momentum.
Planning the future, starting from the present, is what has inspired
the people at Brianza Plastica and guided their every action.
Today, in light of its fifty years, it is essential to pay tribute to all
those moments that have accompanied the story of Brianza Plastica,
so that we may share every moment with the people who have
made all this possible.
Solid organizational skills, a team of proven professionalism,
winning ideas and tenaciousness are the ingredients with which
Giuseppe and Enrico Crippa were able to create Brianza Plastica:
a solid Company, a fundamental benchmark for the building and
construction sector, not only in Italy but also abroad. Innovating while
constantly improving quality, continuously adapting the production
methodology to the most advanced technologies, communicating
with the academic and intellectual world to establish valuable
synergies, responding to market needs to create products capable
of improving modern lifestyles. All at Brianza Plastica is admirably
conducted as in one of the world’s greatest orchestras so that each
individual, both inside and outside of the Company, may always be
an integral part of this precious creative process.

Giuseppe Crippa

Just six factory workers, the tenaciousness of two brothers and
a leased warehouse in Realdino of Carate. This is what Brianza
Plastica snc looked like when it was founded in 1962: a small
manufacturing Company that was still unaware that a future of
great successes awaited it. An artisanal production completely
aimed at construction industry, that would soon evolve into one of
the most important European names in the field of the production
of fiberglass roofing materials. This is how the most important and
rewarding experience of the Crippa brothers’ lives all began.

Enrico Crippa

The ELY- prefix, which appears in most of Brianza Plastica’s
products (Elyplast, Elycop, Elyplan, Elycold, Elyfoam, Elyonda),
derives from the name of the wife of Giuseppe Crippa, Elide,
known to her friends and family as Ely. Giuseppe Crippa married
Elide in 1962, the very same year in which Brianza Plastica was
founded.
The Company’s first product, the fibreglass plates, hence took the
name of Elyplast, a name they maintain to this day.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

The ELY- prefix
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The customer’s satisfaction, a

single but essential objective that the
Company must strive towards.

“Talking of my relationship
with Brianza Plastica is akin to
opening the book of my life.”
“It has been a working and human experience
that had an impact on a sizeable part of my
life, together with the values of my family ties. I
remember that often the desire to play a part in
solving Company issues took priority over a few
minor family problems.
My friendship with Mr Giuseppe Crippa, which
dated back to our schooldays, played a major
role on our working relationship, which was
characterized by a climate of profound and mutual
solidarity.
My position as administrative director, over the
years, made me experience all the emotions and
preoccupations inevitably related to working for
a rapidly growing Company. In rare moments of
quietude, I often thought about “who we are and
where we want to go”.

May 1st, 1997. Carla Trezzi receives the decoration of
Maestro del Lavoro (Master of Labour).

Carla Trezzi

Administrative Director

This reflection was full of satisfaction for the results
achieved as well as a few preoccupations about
the future. My temporary anxieties were always
placated by talking to Mr Crippa who, with his
calm attitude, always instilled in myself and the
rest of the colleagues tranquility and optimism.
Those feelings have always been winning
gateways to successfully crown all the Company
objectives, no matter how ambitious.
I am proud to have been a part of Brianza Plastica
during most of its 50-year journey and, on this
important anniversary, I wish to extend to the
Company my warmest feelings of affection and
solidarity!”
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“A dynamic Commercial Director
who was always full of new ideas.”
“He spent over 20 years working for the Company as
Commercial Director.
He was the driving force behind the development and
the success of the Isotec product on the whole national
market.
Efficient, active, brimming with initiatives; even during
the last chapter of his collaboration with the Company,
and despite his age, he was still bursting with ideas.
He died, before his time, in April 2008.”
		

Giuseppe Crippa

Federico Paduano
Commercial Director

“It is difficult to sum up in a few lines the
essence of a professional relationship
that unfolded over the course of so many
years (1966-2012).”

This started with the very first approach with the Company, when
I was given the important and challenging task of designing the
Brianza Plastica industrial plant in Carate Brianza. It continued
through the collaboration with the Company, when I was asked to
contribute, with my close friend Federico Paduano, to give shape,
balance and effectiveness to an internal and external technicalcommercial structure able to match the aspirations and dynamism
of the Company, and then with the commitment to convey the true
face of Brianza Plastica to the world of construction entrepreneurs
and specialized distribution and with the constant effort to match the
Company experience and know-how with the multifaceted world of
planning and the authoritative world of didactics. Many small stories
of work and friendships, many small episodes always lived with the
utmost respect for everything and everyone.
Today, I am left with a valuable asset: the enthusiasm still marking
my commitment to affectionately participate in the future of this
Company, the recollection of the long professional experience
shared with passion, colleagues and associates, the genuine
affection for the Crippa family.”

1970s.
The Minister of Commerce and Industry pays a visit to the
Brianza Plastica stand at Bologna’s SAIE and is greeted by
Aldo Francieri

Aldo Francieri

Commercial Director

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

“I can proudly state that Brianza Plastica contributed to my growth,
in a frenzied succession of satisfactions and challenges always
met with unparalleled enthusiasm and the constant professional
and human support of the Crippa brothers, who never failed to
appreciate and encourage my professional enthusiasm.
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“I have grown with Brianza Plastica,
relishing the opportunity to live in a
Company in full industrial bloom.”
“I have ceased to work for Brianza Plastica for a few years now, but,
although happy to have more spare time to happily devote to the family,
I often feel a deep nostalgia for the precious work atmospheres that for so
many years were a constant part of my daily life.
I remember that, having made my professional debut working for a large
chemical Company, the approach with this family-run Company made me
appreciate the possibility of organizing, down to the most minute details,
the countless facets of a continuously developing industrial facility that had
to swiftly adapt to the development opportunities offered by the new
technologies in order to improve productivity and cut down costs.
As the Company’s production manager, I dealt with several different issues
over the years, however, I have to admit that the support of the ownership,
the physical and moral input of my colleagues and the invaluable dedication
of my associates always allowed me to overcome every obstacle and hence
to contribute to the growth of the Company.
This fiftieth anniversary of Brianza Plastica warms my heart and moves me.
All the best! And may there be even greater things to come!”

Ezio Mazzotti
Plant Manager

“I spent more than thirty
years working for Brianza
Plastica.”
“I’ve had a successful career; I have undoubtedly
worked hard and been lucky, but I would never
have crowned the objectives set without the
autonomy granted to me by the ownership and
without the unconditional support of colleagues
at every level, both old and new, along my whole
professional journey.
I worked at Brianza Plastica from 1978 to 2010,
starting off as a consultant to then take on the
role of Export Commercial Director. I created
opportunities for the Company in many markets all
over the world: it has been a thrilling ride.
Best wishes to all!”

Simon Braha

Export Commercial Director
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Brianza Plastica:
the story in the faces and voices of the people.

Group photograph to commemorate the Company’s twenty-fifth anniversary.

The sales force of Brianza Plastica has always found in the sharing of purposes, aspirations and pride in belonging to
the great “family” of Brianza Plastica, its incentive to action.
The Company has always communicated with the markets through the strength of its solutions. The sales network is
a team made up of people who believe in the products of Brianza Plastica and works constantly to ensure customer
satisfaction. It listens, advises and conceives and develops, together with the technicians of Brianza Plastica, the most
suitable solution for any planning need.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

Strength, determination, will: qualities that have always marked the sales
network of Brianza Plastica, a Company with a widespread presence
throughout the territory - both in Italy and abroad.
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“Looking back on my professional life I have to
say that Brianza Plastica has been my second
family.”
“I ‘married’ the fortunes of this Company at an early age: 10 years before
marrying my wife.
I am proud and grateful to have started this human journey with the Crippa
brothers and to have experienced it for the entire fifty years of activity that are
celebrated this year.
Fifty years of great commitment, satisfactions, understanding and affection
shared with the ownership, the colleagues, the associates, the clients.
All of it has been exhilarating; a truly artisanal start and, a few years later,
brisk transfers of the operation headquarters (1962-1968) and subsequently
the great flight, always on the increase, towards the fiftieth birthday. My role
within the Company, from the production stage to the planning and distribution
of the finished products, made me live my working experience from a privileged
vantage point from which I have always been able to gauge and appreciate the
characteristics of the entire activity of the Company.
I like to remember, among many, one episode in particular: the fire that broke
out in the 1970s. The morning after this sad event workers, employees,
managers and owners were all on the frontline to immediately begin the
reconstruction of what had been destroyed and to quickly bring the Company
back to its feet. This true group demonstration of participation and affection by
every single member of the Company convinced me that this was a Company
that had the strength and determination to overcome any obstacle.

Lorenzo Giannini
Head of Logistics

Today, as then, I am convinced that the strength and determination that have
always marked Brianza Plastica will guarantee a successful future to this
Company, to which I extend my warmest feelings of affection.”

The value of work.
At Brianza Plastica, the work performed has always been considered an essential
ingredient to ensure the successful implementation of the ideas; Brianza Plastica has
always considered work, whether intellectual or manual, immensely valuable.

Pay sheets dating back to 1967.
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A sound Company organization and the involvement of all the players on
the stage: Brianza Plastica draws its strength from its people.
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“To look ahead always and
whatever happens, to pass on
the heritage to the advancing
new guard, this is the meaning of
‘dialogue between generations’:
it is being able to see beyond the present, using
it as point of departure, with the awareness that
nothing lasts forever if one is not able to leave the
right heritage to posterity.
This is the meaning of the work of a lifetime; the
greatest satisfaction consists in knowing that it
won’t all disappear but, rather, it will continue
growing thanks to the succession of generations,
as part of an endless and harmonious flow.”

“Honesty, generosity, observing the rules,
commitment and passion in everything you do
and all of it always accompanied by a healthy
optimism and an immense positivity.”
“I was taught and passed on these values by my family, with examples and
coherence in everyday life. I have breathed the air of Brianza Plastica from the
days of my childhood, when I used to accompany my father to the office and
watch him work or, when possible, take part in the sector events and fairs. After
graduating from university and passing the bar examination, I received the
priceless gift of being able to become a part of the family Company and hence
put my legal expertise to good use, with great pride for the results achieved and
a little more distress for the failures.
Being part of the family Company is both a great responsibility and a source of
immense satisfaction: it means working with passion. It also means sharing each
day life in the Company and sharing the common commitment to its growth and
development with dignity, discretion, and deep reciprocal respect (and affection).
All the while, we are driven by the hope that the same enthusiasm and
participation will guide our children as they take what their grandfather created
to even greater heights.”

Cristina Crippa

Member of the board of directors and
legal consultant
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“I belong to the host of second-generation
entrepreneurs and while this has surely
been a blessing in many respects, it has also
been a responsibility in many others.”
“Arriving ‘after’ means measuring up to a father who conceived,
launched and developed an enterprise and, in this case, has been
so successful in doing so that today, after fifty years, the very same
Company is still a breeding ground for ideas and development. Having
had the privilege to be able to work with the founders and with many
of their historic collaborators, gave me the possibility of learning and
treasuring the secrets of their success.
Today, there is a lot of talk about a company’s ‘mission’ and ‘vision’,
words that probably my father and uncle would not use to describe
what they believed in. What guided them day after day were simply
ideas: the ability to innovate with each passing day, the care and
passion they put in their work, the appreciation of the efforts of each of
their collaborators.
Over the years, Brianza Plastica has encountered many successes and
a few stumbling blocks, but crises have always been an opportunity to
start anew with an even greater determination. What is more, thanks
to the values our father continuously stressed and made sure to pass
on to us children, who are now running the Company, we feel extremely
proud of what the Company has been able to accomplish and ready to
meet the challenges of the next fifty years.”

Alberto Crippa

Managing Director and General Manager
of the Commercial Division

“Obviously, I consider myself a lucky person,
because I was able to grow within a Company
that has always felt like a second home to me.”

I am responsible for many years now of the technical side of the Company, from
the purchases to the investments, obviously passing through the production
activity. We have grown over the years and since 1997, my very first foray into
the professional world, to this day, we have successfully launched many new
products and opened another three production sites. The most important thing I
have ever been taught is to consider the Company as the most invaluable asset
of all; disputes must always be left out of it and it is important that we all play on
the same team, to ensure the wellbeing of all the families that, thanks to Brianza
Plastica, are able to live an untroubled life and make projects for the future.
When I first started out, I used to wear suit and tie to prove that I was ‘grown
up’ enough to play an active role within the Company, and I had to fight day
after day to show I was worthy of recognition; these days I dress casual, but
how great it would be to have the same age as when I started!”

Paolo Crippa

Managing Director and General Manager of
the Technical Division

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

“As a child I used to wander around the various departments and I knew, as
early as my school days, that there was no other profession I would have
enjoyed doing more once I grew up. Brianza Plastica and the people working in
it represent much more than a Company: they embody the values of the Crippa
family, the very same values that ensure the Company is so highly-regarded and
popular in the market.
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“I was 33 years-old when I started working for
Brianza Plastica in 2001:...”
“...Mr Giuseppe Crippa immediately gave me the opportunity to launch
and manage a new production site in the industrial area of Ferrandina.
I am grateful for the confidence that the Company has placed in me over
the years: my professional growth has gone hand in hand with that of
the Company and I have been able to achieve excellent results by working
closely with my colleagues and Brianza Plastica’s employees.
The sense of belonging to an idea, a project, a way of thinking, an
innovative conception of work, are the key elements that Brianza Plastica
has been able to pass on to me, making me feel an active part of the
Company’s growth. Today, I try to infuse the same values also in my
collaborators, involving them in the process of achieving objectives and
results, so that whoever works with me may feel a part of the Company
and work to build Brianza Plastica’s future.
Today I am both grateful and satisfied to be growing together with
the Company and to be a part of such a prestigious group like Brianza
Plastica.”

Giuseppe Narciso
Production Director – Ferrandina (MT)

“Brianza Plastica is a great
Company made up of people
always ready to work as a team
for the wellbeing of all.”
“After gaining more than 20 years of experience
working in another company of the sector, in October
2005 I became a part of the Brianza Plastic group.
I soon realized that Brianza Plastica is a great
Company, made up of people who I can confront
myself with and sometimes challenge, but who are
always ready to work as a team for the wellbeing
and the growth of the Company and hence of each
one of its members.
I am truly honoured to share this special day with
everyone and I want to wish a HAPPY FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY to the Company and each one of its
members”.

Marco Buriani

Production Director – San Martino (RO) and Ostellato (FE)
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“I believe that the objective of a
Production Manager, namely to
maintain the level of competitiveness
of his plant high, can only be achieved
by captivating and motivating all the
people involved.”
“To successfully do this, the best strategy is to draw inspiration
from our management and the entrepreneurial class as a
whole: people who create and give work; who spur us to
give the best of ourselves with enthusiasm and passion; who
stimulate us with new ideas, sweeping away what is old to
make space for the new and who are our daily role models.
Individuals who shoulder the responsibility of choices and
decisions and who generate progress through their actions;
who are optimistic and infuse confidence and self-assurance;
who know how to make the most of what life offers them and
who are able to seize and capitalize upon any opportunity that
may arise.
I believe that each one of us is able to put the qualities learned
from such inspiring individuals to good use: both on the
workplace and in life in general.”

Marco Merlini

Production Director - Carate Brianza (MB)

“I can safely say I have always been a part
of Brianza Plastica, since I was born: my
parents, in fact, met while working here.”
“I actively became a part of the group in 1997, at a time when
the Company was undergoing changes. In subsequent years, I
found myself actively experiencing the continuous growth and the
great development of Brianza Plastica in terms of human, plantengineering and turnover resources.

Today I am Technical Manager and my main task is to maintain,
modify, improve and renovate the production plants of the head
office and of the branches of Rovigo, Ferrara and Matera; I am
Head of the Prevention and Protection Service and I work together
with the Research and Development division for the planning of
new products.
I would not have been able to hold this position without the
continuous interaction with the General Management and the
support of the colleagues with which I have worked in these years:
the professional and human relationships that have established
themselves have been crucial for my personal growth and that of
the Company.”

Davide Viganò
Technical Director

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

From the very beginning, I was fortunate enough to be able
to collaborate and confront myself with two great technicians
and most importantly two great individuals: my father and Eng.
Mazzotti, who went out of their way to teach me and pass on to
me all of their knowledge with uncommon generosity, availability
and patience.
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“I am happy to have worked in a Company like Brianza Plastica,
who has always been very attentive towards its land.”

Tiziana Lunardelli

Administration, Finance and Control Director

“Having worked for great chemical-pharmaceutical and energy industries, where I acquired in-depth specific
training, I found in Brianza Plastica an ideal setting where, in addition to being able to contribute with my
experience, I received great autonomy and managerial freedom from the ownership.
A context, that of Brianza Plastica, where individual values, teamwork, responsibility and passion are still held
in the highest regard. A Company where ‘profit’, although necessary, is not the only objective pursued.
Brianza Plastica places great emphasis also on the social aspect that a company has and must have in the
territory in which it has its roots; I refer to the willingness to offer work and opportunities for a sustainable
development of the Company itself, of the territory it belongs to, but also of the workers it employs, in order
to reach a common goal of growth and wellbeing.”
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“In the course of my career I gained
a range of different experiences:
from being self-employed, to working
for medium-sized companies, from
the plant engineering to the building
industry, to resuming my studies aged
almost forty.”
“Today I am Commercial Director Italy and time is starting to
fly. The relationship with Brianza Plastica has been different
from my other professional experiences: it has been built on
familiarity, collaboration and mutual respect.
I am convinced that team and teamwork are at the heart of
any profession and this is especially true for the commercial
sector. Discouraging individualisms, creating competitiveness,
efficiency and harmony, are the goals I have always striven
towards.

Roberto Gatti

Today, in light of my experience, I can safely state that the
individuals I have found here at Brianza Plastica are, to all
intents and purposes, a true team.”

Gianluca Della Pedrina, Vera Vaselli, Giusy Gheoni, Renato Araldi, Paolo Pessina, Ivana Casiraghi, Francesco Truppa, Gabriele Chini.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

Commercial Director Italy
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02
Everything is always
born out of an idea.

The external covering of a commercial building made with corrugated
opaque Elyplast plates has an architecturally rigorous aspect.
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It is exactly from the ability of transforming an idea in a
solution, thanks to the farsightedness of those who had
the intuition, that it becomes effective and successful.
Brianza Plastica owes much to dreams that have turned
into reality: it is through them that the Company has
been able to satisfy needs and requirements that had
previously remained unfulfilled.

The ’60s and the turning point in
Italians’ consumption.
In the Italy of the economic boom, when society
woke up every day with new things capable of
making daily life more comfortable, Brianza Plastica
was able to give the building industry solutions that
would change the way of experiencing life in spaces.
One such solution were the fiberglass laminates
conceived by Brianza Plastica which, during the
early Sixties, conquered fields of use that had been
unthinkable until then for a similar material, such as
buildings, service stations and greenhouses.

An elegant cantilever roof built with opaque corrugated Elyplast plates at an Italian gas station.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

Suspended roofing built to cover the transit tracks of Milan’s subway with Elyplast opaque
coloured plates.
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1960 - 1968
In little over a decade...
...the success of the solutions it
implemented, led the Company to
move from the artisanal workshop
of Besana Brianza, to the industrial
plant of Realdino and, finally, to
the Carate Brianza plant, planned
in 1966 and built in 1968, whose
60,000 sq. m. of surface could
accommodate as many as 160
employees and a production which
increased with every passing day.

A unique use of Elyplast opaque corrugated plates as part of an exhibition of furniture and accessories.
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Elyplast corrugated translucent plates covering a greenhouse for the cultivation of flowers.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

All the intuitions that accompanied the success of Brianza Plastica were a product of
their time because they were born out of the will to solve tangible needs.
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From the ’80s…
The ability to understand the contemporary world…
...analyzing its culture, society and needs was, combined with the intuitive skills of the Crippa brothers and their
collaborators, the winning recipe which led, in the early Eighties, at the height of the energy crisis, to the creation of Isotec.
It was an original and unquestionably brave project, forged in a very delicate historical period, through which the Company
succeeded in launching a new way of insulating building roofing.

Bari - Isotec Insulation of the roofing during the works for the rebuilding of Teatro Petruzzelli.
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Milan - Isotec applied on the roofing of Palazzo Reale (Royal Palace).

The flagship product of Brianza
Plastica, Isotec, soon started
being employed to create projects
possessing a high architectural and
cultural value.

From La Scala Theatre, to Milan’s Royal Palace, from
the Palace of the Vanvitelli in Caserta, to Monza’s Royal
Villa, from Bari’s Petruzzelli Theatre to Foggia’s Umberto
Giordano Theatre… Over the years Isotec has been
employed in many restorations and renovations to improve
heat insulation and the monitoring of humidity inside the
roofing.

Roma - Isotec on the covering of a historical building in the unique setting
of the Fountain of Trevi.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

Brianza Plastica has always contributed to the preservation
of the Italian historical and artistic heritage through the
excellence of its products.
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Capitalizing on market needs
in order to translate them into quality systems: this was and continues to be the natural mission of Brianza Plastica’s
intuitions. It was exactly this vision which led to create the solutions destined to extend the production to the industrial,
agricultural and residential sector, such as the Elyplast fiberglass laminates, designed to adapt to a huge variety of
uses and the curved and assemblable Elycop modular panels, for the construction of industrial roofing.

1969: internal view of the headquarters’ offices.

Railway carriages yard built with Elyplast.
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Elycop combined with Elyplast curved plates.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

Elycop plates.
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One must go beyond an idea,
to find continuously new production opportunities. We realized soon enough that the fiberglass panels
could be applied also to the construction of caravans, refrigerator trucks and motor vehicles:
this idea culminated in the Elycold and Elyplan products.
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Brianza Plastica: always on the frontline for the
development of a planning-oriented approach.
What has always been fascinating about the story of Brianza Plastica is the will to share every success: in
1994 the Company launched training and updating program aimed at architects, engineers and planners.

Bologna’s SAIE, 1995 - The Minister of Commerce and Industry visits the Brianza Plastica stand;
Aldo Francieri explains the Isotec system.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

A careful balance between vision and technical expertise of the speakers, the trainings soon became very popular
and turned into veritable opportunities, for professionals and technicians alike, to share reflections and learn
plenty of useful information.
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Communicating with the world of
planners and designers has
always helped to stimulate new
ideas, bringing Brianza Plastica
closer to the true needs of the
insiders.
This is why the focus on educational aspects has led
the Company to create seminars and workshops.
Unmissable chances to interact with the Italian
academic world, seminars and workshops always
triggered interesting synergies and development
projects.
Brianza Plastica has always believed in going
beyond the accidental and in keeping continuously
up to date with current building trends to create
functional systems and solutions, this is how the
Company has always operated to support the
sectors of architecture and construction engineering.

The educational conference “Energy Saving and Architectural Shape” with the
scientific backing of the Politecnico of Milan (Milan School of Engineering): Brianza
Plastica was among the technical sponsors.

This is the educational soul that emerges in many of
the activities that the Company has been organizing
for years for its interlocutors, such as the editorial
initiatives, developed exclusively for technicaleducational purposes.

An educational Company seminar conceived especially for planners.

The customary visit paid by the students of the Politecnico of Milan to the
prefabricated building Armadillo.
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A group photograph of the students of the Primo Levi Institute of Seregno taken
during their visit of the Carate Brianza office.

The Brianza Plastica stand at Solarexpo 2011.

The Brianza Plastica stand at Made Expo 2011.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

The foyer of the Brianza Plastica headquarters: students of the Politecnico of Milan, led by Company technicians, finish off their in-depth tour of the
premises by visiting the products exhibition room.
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03
Products born from ideas,
developed by people.

30

There are brilliant ideas that may
seem banal on the surface but
which are able to solve problems
nonetheless and hence become
indispensable.

You don’t need to physically see and
touch the products to realize the
importance they have in people’s lives:
their incredible advantages can be simply perceived; what is
important is that they improve the quality of life of individuals.
Channelling the full force of a system, ideal for the coverings of
industrial, residential and agricultural buildings into the simplicity
of a resin lamina is no easy feat.

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

With Elyplast Brianza Plastica succeeded in creating a
translucent, unbreakable, light and easy to process product; an
immensely important result which was able to bring brightness
and safety into any setting.
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1984
The invention of Isotec allowed to improve the living comfort
and increase the energy conservation of buildings.
Isotec, “The system solving your roofing needs”, was an invention both successful and ahead of its time: a choice that
unquestionably paid dividends.

Even today, although decades have passed since its conception, Isotec is one of the leading products of Brianza Plastica:
it insulates, produces under-tile ventilation, is light, resistant, it creates an excellent barrier against steam and allows to
save a considerable amount of energy for the heating and cooling of environments.
From roof to walls, Brianza Plastica realized soon enough that the insulation of the building shell could be a comprehensive
system capable of truly embracing the whole building. This vision paved the road for new research launched together with
important state bodies and university institutions, such as the BEST department of the Politecnico of Milan.
The results obtained allowed to extend the fields of use of Isotec even further.
This was exactly how Isotec Parete, the thermal insulating system conceived for walls and the construction of ventilated
façades, was born.
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1988
With the invention of
the Elycop roofing
panels,

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

Brianza Plastica gave the building
industry a product that could be used
both for new constructions and for the
renovation of existing buildings; no
longer in the private building sector
exclusively but also in the industrial one,
guaranteeing high aesthetic qualities
and high technical performances to the
environments.
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2005

In
, the evolution of the current world
led the Company to experiment and introduce new
solutions.
The in-depth knowledge of coverings and the will to make the roof play an active role in the overall
energy conservation of the building, culminated in the creation, in 2005, in the offices of Carate Brianza, of
Elettrotegola (literally, “electro-tile”), the innovative photovoltaic panel, created for a total integration
with pitched roofs.
In addition to being ideal for new constructions, Elettrotegola is suitable for the restoration of coverings,
without altering their aesthetic perception. With Elettrotegola Brianza Plastica has added a new and
important chapter to the activity of research that it has always devoted to building insulation, coupling
Isotec’s heat insulation with the production of energy from renewable sources.
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BETWEEN PRESENT AND FUTURE,
THE PRODUCTS TODAY.
Elyplast, thanks to its versatility, is

the ideal product for a huge variety of
uses: from greenhouses to arcades, from
skylights for industrial warehouses to
cantilever roofs, from windows to DIY.
Brianza Plastica has always been
inclined towards communication, not
only towards the building sector but also
towards the industrial and agricultural
sectors. The ability to listen attentively
helped the Crippa brothers and their staff
to improve the quality of the products
and, at the same time, that of the spaces
devoted to daily life and work.
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The symbol of this mission, Elyplast has
been improved over the years to such
a degree that today it is even more
effective and safe as well as capable
of lasting longer in all the fields of use it
was especially conceived for.
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Isotec and Isotec XL
For Brianza Plastica the invention
does not end with the production of
the idea but continues further still,
as part of a constant evolution that
has enabled the Company (and
continues to do so to this day) to
invariably offer new solutions to
market and contemporary building
industry needs.
The new Isotec XL is one such
solution: conceived to offer a greater
under-tile ventilation, Isotec XL
improves overall living conditions in
the building, facilitating the transfer
of heat and dampness present in the
roofing and preventing the formation
of molds and condensation.
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Isotec Parete
The brainchild of Isotec and one of
Brianza Plastica’s most innovative
ideas, Isotec Parete is the result of the
collaboration with the BEST department
of the Politecnico of Milan and of
subsequent experiments conducted on
pre-existing projects.
It is an external thermal insulation and
structural system for walls built using
dry components and created to build
ventilated façades. Isotec Parete can
be used both for new constructions
and for the energetic and architectural
requalification of existing buildings.

Elettrotegola

New materials, better-performing
systems and different formats to meet
the manifold market needs.
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With an eye to the emerging focus
on energy conservation characterizing
current building planning trends, Brianza
Plastica is proud to introduce two new
models of electro-tile: ET 75 and
ET 190, a further step forward
compared to the first product, ET 60.
Total architectural integration,
weatherproof qualities and maximum
enhancement of the roofing’s
aesthetics: those are the new
characteristics.
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Xroof
The idea of a thermal insulating panel
for pitched roofs in extruded expanded
polystyrene (XPS) capitalizes on the
success of Isotec and answers the need
to have a product that is economically
more competitive and able to guarantee
sound technical performances.
Xroof is an excellent solution: easy
to handle and to process even at
considerable heights thanks to its
lightness; it is suited both for renovating
roofs of old buildings and for building
new roofs.

Elyfoam
One of our main objectives, namely to insulate not
only buildings but also refrigerators, floors, single
walls and motor vehicles has often guided the
technicians in the search of new materials.
The invention of the Elyfoam panels has enabled
to achieve an exceptional thermal insulation in
every type of application. Light, easy to lay,
possessing sound technical qualities, the Elyfoam
panels have been conceived to facilitate thermal
insulation and to be employed for several uses in
construction.
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Elycop
One of Brianza Plastica’s best-known products, Elycop is a prefabricated sandwich metal panel with expanded polyurethane
core; it is exceptionally suited to be used in the prefabricated building industry and for the renovation of industrial buildings.
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The Elycop panels, owing to their insulating properties and to the high qualitative level of the materials employed, promote
energy conservation and a longer lifespan of the roofing. Over the years, Elycop has adapted itself to market needs, improving
its performances and thicknesses as well as availing itself of a further bending radius.
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Elycold
Technological research proceeds at a
breakneck speed well into the new
century.
In the past few years, the Company
has obtained significant results in
the sector of fiberglass laminates
produced with discontinuous process
and cold lamination.
Elycold was hence conceived to
answer the ever-increasing need
of materials to be employed in the
construction of controlled temperature
and recreational vehicles. Perfect
planarity, exceptional quality,
durability over time and great
aesthetics make Elycold particularly
suited to coat campers, caravans,
refrigerators and tank trucks, as well
as for the renovation of environments
with high hygienic requirements and
for the creation of road signs.
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Elyplan
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2008 marks the launching, in Carate Brianza, of a new production line named Elyplan: fiberglass rolls and
sheets produced with hot lamination, a valid alternative to cold lamination productions.
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04
The offices of
progress.

Year 1962 – A photo of the Realdino (Carate Brianza) plant
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The evolution of ideas always brings with it growth and
development and this has definitely been the case of
Brianza Plastica: from small artisanal workshop, thanks
to intuitions and willpower, the Company has been
able to evolve and create an industrial plant that keeps
growing and that is increasingly able to accommodate
new production opportunities.

1962

An artisanal Factory, a handful of workers
and a small production volume.
A far cry from the developments that would shortly characterize the story of Brianza Plastica,
the two brothers Crippa, started their venture in Besana Brianza, producing fiberglass plates
for the industrial and commercial sector.
At the beginning, in the small workshop, as few as 250 sq. m. of material were produced daily but in a matter of
a few years business multiplied and the Company moved into a larger factory.

1966

Right in the middle of the Italian economic miracle, ...
... was the moment in which people’s brilliance could find fertile ground for the development
of winning ideas. It was in 1966 that the Company moved to an existing plant in Realdino of Carate,
but the idea of planning an even more capacious plant started taking shape almost immediately.

From an idea to the actual
planning of a new plant.

The project and its completion were separated
by a few intervening months: this was the
time requiring the most courage. The choices,
caught between an assessment of the effective
need of expanding production and the ability
to anticipate the future developments of the
Company, required caution, even if the speed of
the markets inevitably meant that decisions had
to be rapid too.
Shape, dimensions, structural shell… all became
essential functional and harmonious elements
of the whole complex. The new project was
conceived by planner/architect Aldo Francieri
taking into account the possibility of varying
and modernizing the original building, adapting
it to the growth that would have characterized
Brianza Plastica in years to come.
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The idea was in the air, fuelled by the actual
need of having a larger plant, one that could
satisfy the new production needs required by
the market of the time.
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04.

1968

In
the Company moved to the new headquarters,
which housed production buildings and offices: 16,000 sq. m. of covered area on a total area of
60,000 sq. m. capable of accommodating 160 employees.
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The building of the new headquarters allowed to modulate and modernize the needs that Brianza Plastica
developed over time, from the technological changes, to the expansion of the industrial areas, from the increase
of surface to accommodate offices, to the development of new showrooms.
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The offices of progress.

The Brianza Plastica Group today.

04.

The new image of a Company growing day after day.
The Brianza Plastica Group companies today
are:
Brianza Plastica S.p.A.
Plasti-Bat SA

Brianza Plastica

Today the group consists of 4 production sites
on the national territory and two commercial
offices:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Carate Brianza (MB), headquarters and
production site
San Martino of Venezze (RO), production
site
Ostellato (FE), production site
Ferrandina (MT), production site
Nola (NA), commercial warehouse
Diemoz, France, international logistic and
business office

Plasti-Bat

6

1

2
3

5

4

The new renovation project takes shape precisely from the awareness that the Brianza Plastica headquarters must
be able to expand every time that the development of the Company requires it.
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“What shines through in the renovation project of the headquarters is the new
Image of an ever-expanding and dynamic Company”.
“When in 1997 the Crippa family turned to the architectural and engineering practice Atelier Asnaghi in Meda, the offices occupied
only the first floor of the current office block. The Company had requested the planners Eng. Arch. Augusto Asnaghi and Eng.
Daniele Asnaghi to re-organize the existing space, expanding it and adapting it to the ambitions of the new millennium.
The new office block had to reflect the image of a structured and dynamic Company operating in several markets and chiefly in
the building industry. The project hence had the ambition to give the central part of the building the twofold role of an area where
clients and suppliers could be welcomed and where ideas to develop with said clients and suppliers could be conceived.
The building’s central part is a space where the reception, the steel spiral staircase, the showroom and the panoramic elevator,
rounded off by the meeting and technical offices and the conference room, all blend together. As you reach the first floor, you
find yourself right in the administrative and managerial heart of the Company. The partitions, the wide and bright spaces of the
offices, and the working stations conceived to optimize cooperation, complete the image of Brianza Plastica. To conclude, today
as in 2000, year of the inauguration, Brianza Plastica welcomes its guests in a place where they can perceive the sense of
industriousness typical of Lombard companies.”

Eng. Daniele Asnaghi

The values of Brianza Plastica in a
work of art that protects the Company
with its noble grandeur.
How many people, over the years, have pondered the
meaning of the statue situated in front of the headquarters
of Brianza Plastica? A countless number, undoubtedly. Well,
let us satisfy their rightful curiosity then.

And, indeed, the statue, by sculptor Augusto Conti, aptly
personifies Brianza Plastica. It carries with it a series of
symbols evoking the Company: the globe gripped by the
hand of the female figure is surmounted by a pitched roof;
in the hollow of the left arm there is a toothed crown;
lastly, the insertion of the Elyplast plate into the wing
represents technology, highlighting lasting qualities and
transparency.
The statue was placed in its current context in 2002, when
the renovation works of the façade of the office block were
successfully achieved.
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The landscape architect’s initial project actually envisaged
a fountain where the statue now stands, however, a
themed statue was eventually deemed more appropriate
to represent the Company.
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The offices of progress.
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The new image of the Company is evident also in
the offices distributed over the territory:
San Martino of Venezze (Rovigo), production site

Ostellato (Ferrara), production site
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Ferrandina (Matera), production site
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Nola (Napoli), logistic and business center
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Brianza Plastica
tells its story.
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From the logos to the adverts, from the most
recent campaigns to the use of the new
media, from the participation to fairs to the
organization of events, Brianza Plastica has
succeeded in communicating through the use of
a corporate image that is always in step with
the times.

It is the identity of the Company

that surfaces in the name, in the logos and in the
communication campaigns launched over the years.

1981

1998

2011

The development of the Company, between the
Sixties and the late Seventies, coincided with
the increasing need of having a new logo able
to communicate innovation and the will to keep
looking towards the future, two qualities that had
characterized the growth of Brianza Plastica in those
decades. This is why, in 1981, a more dynamic
lettering was chosen, coupled with a symbol, the
double green arrow, that not only immediately
evoked the pioneering vision of the brothers Crippa,
but also stylishly reproduced the “B” and the “P”,
the initials of Brianza Plastica.
This logo represented the Company for several
years until 1998. At the end of the 20th century the
increase in production and the copious investments
in technological research and development had led
Brianza Plastica to grow considerably, to the extent
of becoming a joint-stock Company. The production
and commercial magnitude triggered within the
Company the need for a new restyling of the logo,
which became more geometrical and visually more
persistent thanks to the addition of the colors light
blue and yellow.
Relying on its identity, Brianza Plastica brings into the
new century a considerable wealth of experience
and successes, without ever forgetting to look
towards the future. And it is with this in mind that
it approaches its fiftieth anniversary with a new
logo where light blue becomes blue and the
arrows become yellow: they break free from the
graphical cage, and successfully narrate the story of
a Company with an important past and a successful
future only waiting to be grasped
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1962

The first logo was created in 1962, using a rather
graceful font: essential and immediate, perfect to
represent Brianza Plastica in the markets of the time.
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Between past and present, the advertising campaigns
that have secured Brianza Plastica’s place in history.

Mazzantini Agency, 2002

Joblines Agency, 2008
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Mazzantini Agency, 2003

Joblines Agency, 2009

Mazzantini Agency, 2004

Joblines Agency, 2009

Talking to everyone, through a synergetic and balanced
communication where there is space for the most
traditional instruments, but also for the new media.
A multimedia communication campaign has been especially developed with the objective of making Isotec evolve
into the reference product for high-quality roof renovations. In keeping with the carefully coordinated image
designed to increase the identification and the popularity of the product and the brand, the cat - an animal
which, in the collective imagination, lives on pitched roofs - was chosen as Isotec’s outstanding testimonial.

DNArt Agency, 2011
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Only a cat could certify and approve the quality of a roof because nobody knows roofs better than it.
Isotec contributes to the energy certification of the building; guarantees an excellent ventilation; is easy to lay and
improves the comfort of the environments. An extensive and effective communication campaign – published in the
leading architectural, planning and building publications – was developed through a few iconographic symbols
associating the cat directly with Isotec’s features.
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A comprehensive communication campaign was especially created for Isotec:
a campaign expressed through several tools supporting the commercial strength
of the Company.

Isotec invitation for resales.

Isotec poster for resales.

Isotec display stand for resales.

Banner for resales.

Isotec tools: desk display stand, resale poster and planner’s kit.
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Banner for sports events.

Brianza Plastica in the universe of web and social
networks.
In a world where everything is done at the speed of light and keeps evolving
at an incredible pace; where everyone is connected in an immense network of
continuously growing real as well as virtual relationships, Brianza Plastica has been
able to establish an increasingly intense communication with its interlocutors.
Creating new meeting opportunities, reaching many people all simultaneously
through the simple possibility of differentiating the tools used, is one of Brianza
Plastica’s greatest intuitions.
First and foremost, it’s a challenge that the Company has set for itself and which
enables it, today more than ever, to truly talk to the markets, combining a more
traditional form of communication with the great power of the new media and of
the web.
Starting from the websites (22 to date: one is the Company website and the
others are devoted to the Company’s leading products and translated in the main
European languages) and moving on to Facebook and YouTube, Brianza Plastica
has interwoven a complex web of opportunities: they are new, special and
peculiar languages and constitute yet another dimension towards which Brianza
Plastica has decided to head, always keeping in step with the times.

From top to bottom: website screenshot, Facebook,
and YouTube.

When communication
becomes performance,

And the Company is only too aware of this: thanks
to a perfectly balanced mix of farsightedness,
boldness and awareness, it has decided to dare,
exploiting the potential of events, fair setups
and innovative instruments such as flash mob,
a contemporary happening possessing a great
emotional impact.
Amid the plurality of languages that have always
characterized it, and that still keep it on the cutting
edge, Brianza Plastica is consistently able to
explain itself to its interlocutors through a plethora
of different voices and languages, with the aim
of fully involving its public and establishing with
it a deep, mutually enriching relationship which
becomes unique.

Flash mob during Made Expo 2011.
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it acquires an effectiveness so powerful as to
obtain an incredible success.
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Around the Company, there is a world of people
that moves, grows, produces, researches and
develops new solutions. Together with Brianza
Plastica, it opens up the markets to new
opportunities.

“Travelling across Italy with Brianza Plastica to spread the
values of the built-up through the topic of roof coverings.”
“We are well aware that the production of tangible goods, in today’s society, is increasingly associated
with the need of an added value, intangible, consisting of information, knowledge, services, communication,
capable of restoring sense, transferability, promotion of the products within the more general and competitive
context of the globalized market. That is also the case of Brianza Plastica.
This is how Aldo Francieri and his team first approached the Company and subsequently developed their
relationship with the Company’s top management, embodied by Giuseppe and Alberto Crippa.
From the long journey, over the years, which touched Italian cities from north to south and had the aim of
spreading – through conferences, meetings, technical seminars – the different traditions and landscape values
of the built-up through the theme of coverings, right up to the publication Il tetto come elemento di architettura
(literally, The Roof as Architectural Element), written with Chiara Torricelli and which sums up impressions,
observations and results of said journey, working with Brianza Plastica has been a fruitful experience that is still
in progress and that I hope may continue to evolve”.

Prof. Alfonso Acocella
University of Ferrara,
Faculty of Architecture.

“A close collaboration with Brianza Plastica, between
research and development.”
“I have always worked, with the research group I head, towards the development of a close
relationship with the industry because I firmly believe in the mutual cultural enrichment of the world
of academia and that of production. With Brianza Plastica the relationship has been fruitful from the
point of view of didactics, academic and professional research. The close collaboration with
Brianza Plastica, consisting of courses, seminars and support given to the work of young researchers,
yielded products and systems, such as the extension of the use of the Elycop curved panel which culminated
with the construction of Armadillo, used during the Aquila earthquake. Tradition and innovation have
hence been at the heart of my relationship with the Company and Giuseppe Crippa, a brave and creative
entrepreneur, always leaning towards the future and research, a man who never forgets his roots and the
successes achieved, but who is able to build the future of his Company together with his sons and daughters.
It is precisely with them that I have been able to develop ApeTau and I thank them with all my heart for having
believed in this challenge and having taken positive action to help those affected by the Aquila earthquake.
And it is again thanks to them that research and synergies, testing of materials, solutions and prototypes were
all made possible in a productive and creative atmosphere passed on to them by their father, the founder and
president of Brianza Plastica Giuseppe Crippa.

Politecnico of Milan,
Faculty of Construction
Engineering/Architecture.

Farsightedness and attentiveness towards one’s collaborators and towards the development of a shared
technical culture are qualities that the Company has always nurtured, starting from the relationship with Aldo
Francieri, a true friend, the pivotal figure for all the academic relationships with the Politecnico of Milan and
the spokesman of the Company where conferences, seminars and publications are concerned. This booklet
celebrates what is undoubtedly an important anniversary and I wish Brianza Plastica to continue with this spirit,
where tradition and innovation may always be the values underpinning an Italian Company that is healthy,
environmentally conscious, attuned with the times and capable of accepting and winning present and future
challenges.”

Marco Imperadori “testing” Isotec Parete (Photo courtesy of Michele Sauchelli).

Brianza Plastica’s top management and Marco Imperadori visiting the site of the
Beijing Opera House.
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Prof. Marco Imperadori
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“On the edge of the rooftop”

06.

“On the edge of the rooftop”
At the very top of the roof, where many
little swallows weave their nests,
there are two small windows that,
all year, are framed by bellflowers.

Prof. Maria Chiara Torricelli
University of Florence,
Faculty of Architecture.

One is tempted to look skywards to find out who lives up there, next to the swallows, between rooftops
and heaven.
The peculiar, personal, and special space of an under-roof room was the theme which first led me to
approach Brianza Plastica and its Isotec system.
Encouraged by architect Aldo Francieri, and with our mutual friend Alfonso Acocella, between 1999 and
2004 we wrote and introduced the architecture and performances of the coverings in a few seminars held
in several Italian cities.
Rain, hail, snow, wind, solar irradiation, winter chill, dampness, a building element that has always
been technically and functionally complex, whose reliability is one of the main concerns for every
inhabitant of a house.
It is precisely that space under the roof that can become the space that tells the story of a lifetime.
Today, in these challenging times, with our friends at Brianza Plastica we hope that Trilussa’s Nina
may soon be able to sing again, just as she used to:

Before, from these windows, Nina used to sing […]”
An excerpt from Poems, by Trilussa

“A key technical partner in seminars on energy
conservation and environmental safeguard.”
“The meeting entitled The Environment and the Search for Alternative Energy Sources, held in Catania on
September 27th, 2008, allowed us to illustrate to a non-specialist audience but an audience possessing,
nevertheless, vast cultural knowledge and a sharp critical mind, the qualities of the Brianza Plastica systems
for the thermal insulation of roofing.
In the vast scenario of the systems for containing energy consumption in buildings, Brianza Plastica’s
technical solutions have proved themselves excellent tools offering an almost educational type of support
over the course of the seminar.
The specification sheets compiled by the Company, allowed to recover the information needed to prepare
a text to be used for an effective and dynamic form of communication.
The explanation of the concepts relating to thermal-acoustics, ventilation, and thermohygrometric wellbeing
was facilitated by the use of the illustrations and building details contained in the catalogs I was given by
Giuseppe D’Antone, a person who is always readily available to help.
All of this enabled the audience to realize that the materials are easy to install and the systems offer high
performances, with a view to environmental sustainability and the containment of energy resource-related
consumption.”
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Prof. Santi Cascone
University of Catania,
Faculty of Architecture.

“Isotec and Brianza Plastica, for environmentally friendly
planning.”
“In one of my recent scientific publications entitled Planning Models for Building Sustainability, I have
tried to identify the operational strategies for a sustainable form of planning which, taking into account
users’ needs, the regulations in force, the environmental context, the climate of the site and a sound
management of natural resources, may improve the quality of life, energy conservation (especially
when the building is being used), and an improved “ecological” impact of the building. Among the
several planning devices, the introduction of the ventilated façade and roof can surely contribute both
towards the obtainment of high levels of indoor comfort and towards the containment of energy
consumption.
I was already familiar with Brianza Plastica’s products for insulation and roofing but thanks to the
kindness and availability of surveyor Giuseppe D’Antone, I was able to greatly improve my knowledge
also of Isotec system’s unique use of ventilated façades, realizing that the latter, aside from enabling
you to reach high performance-related standards, also allows to speed up the laying phase, with a
subsequent saving of both times and costs of implementation.”

Prof. Gaetano Sciuto
University of Catania,
Faculty of Architecture.

“All you need is a smile.”
“My relations with Brianza Plastica have been more human than professional. I have often met Arch. Aldo
Francieri during a few events organized by the Politecnico of Milan.
For some time, I have also taken part in the Compasso Volante (Flying Compass) Prize that the Faculty of
Engineering of Milan organizes every year with other non-Italian universities and which awards prizes to the
best projects that students develop for their degree thesis. During said event, I have been able to greatly
appreciate Brianza Plastica’s interest in academic life.

Prof. Antonio De Vecchi
University of Palermo,
Faculty of Engineering.

Hence, once a year, during the Flying Compass event, I meet up with Arch. Francieri.
I only need to exchange a few words with him and see his warm smile to perceive the joy and pleasure
he derives from supporting the initiative. On these meetings with Francieri, I always know that I am facing
a man who contributes to the growth of young students with a unique sensitivity and utter disregard for
personal interests.
For me, the anniversary is also a priceless opportunity to openly thank Brianza Plastica and the people who
represent it.”

“During the working relationship I developed with Brianza Plastica, which culminated in the writing of
two monographs, published as corporate publications in 2004 and 2007 and focusing on the roofing
system and its thermohygrometric functioning, I was able to appreciate the seriousness of the task
the Company had set itself: to provide the world of planners and operators of the building sector
with in-depth and practical information able to ensure tangible results, with no hidden advertisingrelated agenda.
To this end, the abundant documentation on the constructions built using its products – from new
constructions, to renovations, to restorations – testifies to the commitment to research and innovation,
especially where energy conservation and constructional feasibility are concerned, that has always
characterized Brianza Plastica’s corporate choices.”

Prof. Riccardo Nelva
Politecnico of Turin
(Turin School of Engineering),
Faculty of Engineering.
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“Brianza Plastica is a serious and committed Company:
it is always on the frontline for the development of a
technical planning culture.”
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“It is easy to speak well of Brianza Plastica.”
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“A historic Company, tied to the land but at the same time market-oriented, close to the world
of research and young professionals, particularly sensitive to communication even in its least
conventional forms.
The ideal partner for those who have the objective of answering attentively and effectively the
needs of their target, be it the public or individual clients.
Long live Brianza Plastica!”

Donatella Bollani

Editor of the Italian international review of
architecture and building engineering Il Sole
24 ORE, Arketipo

“Working with Brianza Plastica is both enriching and
gratifying.”
“It is an honour for me to speak on behalf of the editorial and marketing staff of BE-MA Editrice, who are
always delighted at the prospect of developing communication projects with Brianza Plastica.
I would also like to point out that for years my husband Gaetano wanted to maintain a direct relationship
with the Company and with Arch. Aldo Francieri because, to use his words, “it enriches me, it is one of the
positive aspects of being a publisher.”

Gisella Bertini Malgarini
Governing Director of BE-MA Editrice

“Brianza Plastica was one of the very first leading
Companies in the building sector...”
“...to believe in the new tools of communication offered by the web and to
invest firmly and resolutely in web marketing.
Today, the Company is among the most skilful at strengthening and
enhancing its marketing strategy through the Internet and fully exploiting the
latter’s potential.”

Ferdinando Napoli
Chairman of Edilportale
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“I have known Brianza Plastica for more than twenty years...”
“...and I cannot feel but affection for all the people I know and that are tied to this Company: from the
owners who have always made sure it was run by family members and have always been attentive
towards individuals, to Arch. Aldo Francieri, who has duly and with great expertise led the Company
through the key stages of its development, to Mrs Vera Vaselli, whose charming personality and creativity
brought a touch of sparkle to the Company.
Brianza Plastica: surely an outstanding player among Italian Companies!”

Virginia Gambino
You Trade Publisher

“For those who deal with information, it is crucial to have
capable, serious and believable interlocutors.”
“With the team of editors and collaborators of the Building and Constructions Division that I
head on behalf of Tecniche Nuove, we have been able to acknowledge and appreciate the
informative and formative values that Brianza Plastica passes on to us with competence and
respect for roles.
Just like us, in fact, the Company has always placed great emphasis on the technical and
professional growth of its clients and our readers.

Livia Randaccio

Managing Director of Il Nuovo
Cantiere and Imprese Edili

Tecniche Nuove would therefore like to extend its most sincere wishes for a future of growth
and innovation.”

“My first advertiser.”

I have particularly fond memories of the interest which Arch. Aldo Francieri showed in
www.infobuild.it, when I introduced it to him during the 2000 edition of SAIE. It was the first time I
introduced the new initiative to a company and even then I had the distinct impression that Brianza
Plastica was an example of excellence: the architect had immediately grasped the catalytic
function of the web portal and Brianza Plastica became my first advertiser.
Only men and companies that pay attention to evolution and are themselves forerunners of
market needs can succeed in celebrating 50 years of activity. In the meantime, many others have
thrown in the towel, unable to seize new opportunities and continuously launch new initiatives,
which are the only true driving forces behind the success of any company.”

Alberto Greco
InfoWeb srl Publisher

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

“I have known Brianza Plastica for approximately 20 years and I have always considered it a
unique example among the companies operating in the building sector, both for its ability to
innovate and for its communication strategy, which is always accurate and effective.
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The world around Brianza Plastica.

06.

An opportunity to share
sporting and human values
As many as 23 years have passed since Mr Giuseppe Crippa delivered the opening stroke of the Pro-am
Isotec tournament, an initiative that, even then, made people realize the extent to which the Crippa family
was on the cutting edge in terms of the communication and promotion of Brianza Plastica, and just how
much it really cared about spreading healthy values to be shared.
The tournament continues to be an important occasion to this day: just like Brianza Plastica and the
products of the Company, the tournament has been able to grow to the point of becoming one of the
most attended competitions of the Italian golfing world and one of the events capable of attracting an
ever-increasing number of professional and amateur competitors.

The Carimate Golf Club competition field.
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Mrs Elide Crippa awards a prize to her husband Giuseppe, winner with his team
of the Pro-am ISOTEC 2000 tournament.

Massimo Meroni, Giuseppe Crippa, Alberto Binaghi, Charles Wolfsberger Pro-am ISOTEC 2002.

“A stroke of luck...
in an otherwise unlucky day!”
“I had just placed second at the Italian Professional
Championship after dominating the entire competition. After
completing the round, I stopped to talk with a golf enthusiast
who had followed closely all the final 18 holes.

My fondest memories are our away games together with
our friends Massimo and Charlie, during which we challenged
each other on a different course every day, and got our
rematches by playing scala quaranta (literally “forty flush”, a
card game).
These away games were actually more like training sessions
to prepare for our favorite event: the prestigious Pro-am
Isotec held in mid-May, during which we did our best to win
one of the wonderful prizes.

Alberto Binaghi

Professional golfer and trainer of the Italian National Golf team.

This event constitutes Brianza Plastica’s main involvement
in the golfing world and is perfectly in keeping with the
Company’s style. As with all Brianza Plastica’s products, Proam Isotec has also had an enormous success and has quickly
become one of the most important events of the Pgai Circuit.”

Brianza Plastica. A history of people, ideas and products.

This is how I became acquainted with Mr Giuseppe Crippa
and, consequently, Brianza Plastica. From that day we forged
a close friendship and Brianza Plastica, with the Isotec brand,
has accompanied me around the world in every season
of the European Tour. With Giuseppe Crippa I have spent
glorious days on the golf fields of the whole world.
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